**Title**

Post-Doctoral Fellow in Sustainable Development – Lower Mekong Public Policy Initiative

**Duties & Responsibilities**

The Post-Doctoral Fellow in Sustainable Development (PDSD) will support the academic and research initiatives being undertaken at the Fulbright Economics Teaching Program (FETP) and the Lower Mekong Public Policy Initiative (LMPPI). He/she will be directly involved in promoting learning and policy engagement at FETP and with LMPPI partners.

Together with the FETP director, LMPPI director, and FETP faculty, the PDSD’s duties will include:

**FETP academic offerings:**
Support the development of Environmental Policy courses for inclusion in FETP’s flagship Masters in Public Policy (MPP) program and/or in LMPPI executive education activities. The PDSD will work closely with FETP faculty to expand the curriculum on Environmental Policy and to integrate the findings of LMPPI research and experiences into FETP’s Environmental Policy curriculum.

**FETP-LMPPI research agenda:**
The PDSD will help facilitate cross-disciplinary perspectives, advance public policy aspects of LMPPI partner research, and actively contribute to FETP-LMPPI policy-oriented research.

**LMPPI research partnerships and other FETP linkages:**
Assist with decision-making on FETP research directions and integration of LMPPI partner research within FETP’s overall research agenda. Facilitate research activities being undertaken by LMPPI partner organizations, including guidance and support on partner’s research direction and implementation.

**Publications:**
Consistent with the overall FETP agenda for research and policy engagement, the PDSD is expected to initiate and undertake relevant research in his/her field(s) of specialization. Contribute to the publications of LMPPI policy briefs, working papers, peer-reviewed articles, other reports. Provide writing and editing support.

The PDSD will support ongoing teaching and research-related activities, including student mentoring, conference participation, representing LMPPI-FETP at research & policy fora, and other related activities as appropriate.

The PDSD reports to the LMPPI Director.

**Term**

This is a two-year term contract with the possibility of extension or renewal.

**Time Status**

Full time